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SUPREME

Exclusive SUPREME
Smartphone app

Customize your headset and get
additional features

Your Space - with Active
Noise Cancellation
Experience your own space filled only with your sound. Active
Noise Cancellation technology creates an unprecedented
sound experience, and Jabra SUPREME is the first Bluetooth®
mono headset to allow you to enjoy this exceptional feature.
It works by actively reducing the background noise, enhancing your listening experience during a call. Jabra SUPREME
features the latest audio enhancement technology, delivering
powerful sound through its 24mm speaker. With HD Voice*
the sound come through clearly and naturally. Wind Noise
reduction technology makes calling in windy weather conditions smooth and hassle-free. These brilliant sound features
enrich every conversation.
Jabra SUPREME unites design and usability with its patented
Flip-Boom arm. Simply unfold the arm to switch ON and fold
to switch OFF. When not in use, it folds to pocket size for
easy storing. Jabra SUPREME also delivers custom comfort
for all ears, by letting you adjust the headset to achieve the
best fit and placement according to your needs. It includes
two interchangeable soft ear cushions, to suit every ear
shape. Its bendable ear hook is easily adjustable and its
on-the-ear shape sits securely in place – ensuring maximum
comfort for all day usage.

Reasons to choose the Jabra SUPREME
• Active Noise Cancellation
- enhance your listening experience
• Wind-Noise reduction technology
- reduces wind-noise from your calls
• Patented Flip-Boom arm
- easy to activate and easy to carry

This revolutionary headset includes convenient features such
as Voice Guidance and Voice Control, making it effortless
to benefit from hands-free conversations. Jabra SUPREME
also gives you access to all your favorite media with A2DP,
which streams it effortlessly to your headset. Supreme sound
and supreme comfort – everything you need in one superior
device.
* Phone & Network dependent
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JABRA SUPREME
Jabra Universal BLUETOOTH ® Stereo Headset
Compatible with all BLUETOOTH ® - Enabled Phones

Quick Start Guide
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WEARING STYLE
The Jabra SUPREME is ready to be worn for right ear wearing. If you
prefer left ear wearing remove the ear hook and turn it and attach it
from the opposite side. The ear cushions come in two different styles
to fit any ear. Furthermore you can twist the lower part of the earhook
to optimize the fit and comfort.
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CHARGING
Use the USB cable to connect Jabra SUPREME via a USB port or an AC
charger. The battery indicator will flash green while charging. When
the light goes out the charge is complete. It takes approx. 2 hours to
fully charge the battery.
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TURN THE JABRA SUPREME ON AND OFF
Flip the boom arm to turn on (open position) or turn off
(closed position).
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PAIR THE JABRA SUPREME WITH YOUR PHONE/DEVICE
1. Activate Bluetooth on your phone/device
2. Turn the Jabra SUPREME on
3. The first time you turn the Jabra SUPREME on it will automatically
enter into pairing mode. The connectivity icon on the Status Display
will flash with a blue light and you will be voice guided through the
pairing process. If you have disabled the Voice guidance go to the
Bluetooth settings menu on your phone/device and search for new
Bluetooth devices. Choose Jabra SUPREME. When pairing is complete
you will hear ”Connected”. You are now ready to start using your Jabra
SUPREME.
NOTE: If asked for a passcode or key use 0000 (four zeros).

A Volume down

E Status Display

B Micro USB charging
connector

F On/off flip
G Voice Control button

C Volume up
PAIR A NEW OR SECOND DEVICE
1. Ensure that the Jabra SUPREME is turned on
2. Tap the Voice Control button. You will be asked to ”Say a command”.
3. Say ”Pair new device” and follow the instructions.
4. If this is your second device you will need to reconnect to the first
device afterwards

ANSWER CALLS
Wait for Jabra SUPREME to announce the caller. Say ”Answer” to accept, or ”Ignore” to reject the call. Additionally, you can tap the Answer/end button to answer, or double tap to reject the call. If Jabra
SUPREME is off (flipped) you can take a call by flipping open and Jabra
SUPREME connects and answers the call.
MAKE CALLS
Tap the Voice Control button and you will be prompted to ”Say a command”.
You can:
• Say ”Redial” to redial the last outgoing call.
• Say ”Call back” to call back the last incoming call.
• Say ”Phone commands” to activate the voice dialing feature on your phone*
You can also place a call directly from your phone. If your phone is connected
it will automatically transfer the call to your Jabra SUPREME. If the call does
not transfer, tap the Answer/end button.

Features and Specifications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Active Noise Cancellation technology
Noise BlackoutTM 3.0 dual microphone technology
HD Voice* technology
Voice Control
Voice Guidance – spoken Caller ID, battery and connection
status
6. Connects to 2 Bluetooth devices simultaneously with MultiuseTM technology
7. A2DP technology for streaming music, multimedia, gps announcements etc.
8. Comfort ear cushions for an all-day perfect fit
9. Car charger included (EMEA/APAC only)
10. Up to 6 hours of talk time and 15 days of standby time
11. Weighs 18 grams
12. 89,7mm x 29,9mm x 21.9mm

*
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Phone & Network dependent
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Note: If you have disabled Voice Guidance and Control you can put
Jabra SUPREME in pairing mode manually by holding the Answer/end
button while flipping the boom arm to ON position. The Status Display
will flash blue to indicate that you are in pairing mode.

D Answer/end button

